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We introduce a class of two-parameter processes which are diffusions on each coordinate and 
satisfy a particular Markov property related to the partial ordering in Rt. These processes can 
be expressed as solutions of some stochastic integral equations driven by a two-parameter Wiener 
process and two families of ordinary Brownian motions. This result is based on a characterization 
of two-parameter martingales with orthogonal increments. 
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0. Introduction 
Two-parameter martingales with orthogonal increments have been studied by 
Zakai in [lo]. It was shown that martingales with orthogonal increments, satisfying 
some regularity conditions, can be represented as stochastic integrals of a two- 
parameter Wiener process. The first part of this paper is devoted to proof some 
sufficient conditions for a square integrable continuous martingale to have 
orthogonal increments. These conditions are based on [3, Lemma 4, p. 2441. 
In Section 2 we consider a class of two-parameter diffusion processes. These 
processes satisfy the two-parameter Markov property introduced by Cairoli [l] 
(which allows to characterize the law of the process by a family of transition 
probabilities and the distribution on the axes), and we suppose that they are ordinary 
diffusion processes on each coordinate. First we prove that the diffusion operators 
on each coordinate D1 and D2 commute, and the composition D10D2 provides a 
set of two-parameter diffusion coefficients in the sense of [6]. 
In the last part of this section we obtain the main result of the paper: Under 
some additional diffusion conditions, a two-parameter diffusion process can be 
represented as a solution of a stochastic integral equation determined by two 
families of ordinary Brownian motions indexed by R+ and a two-parameter Wiener 
process. As a consequence, this class of process includes the diffusion processes 
studied by Korezlioglu and Mazziotto in [5]. 
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1. Two-parameter martingales with orthogonal increments 
Denote by R: the positive quadrant of the plane with the usual order (sl, tl) s 
(~2, t2) if and only if sl< s2 and tl G t 2. We will write (sl, tl) < (~2, t2) if sl < s2 and 
tl< t2. If zl< ZZ, (~1,221 will represent the rectangle {z E R: : z1 <z c z2}. Set 
R, = [(O, 0), z] for&l1 z E R:, and denote by Eo the set {(s, t) E R:: s = 0 or t = 0). 
Let (a, 9, P) be a complete probability space and consider an increasing family 
{.9=, z E R :} of sub-u-fields of .5$ satisfying the usual properties: 
Property (a). so0 includes the nul sets of 9, 
Property (b). g= is right continuous, and 
Property (c). [2, condition F4] for every z = (s, t) E R:, 9; and .5@ are condi- 
tionally independent given Pz, where ST = VYsO .9sY and 9: = VxaO px,. 
Let {M(z), z E R:} be an 9=-adapted, integrable process null on Eo, and for 
each z1 < z2, z1 = (sl, tl), ZZ= (~2, t2) we put M(zI, 221=Mk2)-A4h, t2)- 
Mb27 t1) +M(zd. 
We recall the following definitions: 
(1) A& is a martingale if E(M(z2) 1 SFz,) = M(zl) for all zl s z2, 
(2) M, is a strong martingale if E(M(zl, z2]jFF~, v Sp,) = 0 for all zl G ~2. 
(3) A4, is a weak martingale if E(M(zl, z2]1.9_) =0 for all z1<z2. 
Every martingale M,, gives rise to the collection of one-parameter martingales 
A& = {M,,, S:, t 3 0}, s 2 0 being the parameter of the collection. Similarly one can 
consider the family of one-parameter martingales A4, = {A&,, S,‘, s 2 0). 
For p 2 1, denote by A’ the space of all martingales satisfying supz E(lA4= I”) < CQ 
(we identify as usual two versions of the same process). Let JuF be the class of 
continuous martingales in A’. A2 is a Hilbert space isometric to L2(R, s, P), and 
A%: is a closed subspace (cf. [2]). 
If A4 E At2, (M) will denote a right-continuous, .9=-adapted increasing process 
(in the sense of a positive measure, that means, (M)(zl, z2] 2 0 for all zl< z2), nul 
on E. and such that M2-(M) is a weak martingale. Following [lo], AzC will 
represent the class of all martingales in AZ for which (a) either sup, E(M:) <co 
or else A4 is locally L4 bounded, and (b) (M) is sample continuous. 
We will say that a martingale M, of At2 has l-orthogonal increments if one of 
the following equivalent conditions is true: 
(a) Mt, -h4,, and M,, are orthogonal one-parameter martingales for all tl < t2. 
(b) If (zl, z;]n(z2, zi]=!A, zi =(si, ti), i = i, 2, then 
Martingales with 2-orthogonal increments are defined in an analogous way, and 
we will say that IU, has orthogonal increments if it has i-orthogonal increments for 
i = 1,2. 
The following characterization of two-parameter martingales with orthogonal 
increments is due to Zakai (cf. [lo]). 
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1.1. Proposition. A martingale M EJU/~~% has orthogonal increments if and only if 
for all (sl, tl) < (sz, t2) we have 
(MS,-MS,),, - CM,,-M,,)r, = (MC,-M,,),, - (M,-MC,),,. 
A two-parameter Wiener process W = {W,, t E Rt } is a Gaussian zero mean 
separable process with covariance function E( W(sl, tl) W(sz, fz)) = (sl A sz)(tl A tz). 
The increasing family of a-fields generated by W and the nul sets of 9 satisfies 
the usual Properties (a), (b) and (c), and W, is a strong martingale with respect to 
this family. 
It is immediate that every strong martingale of JZX* has orthogonal increments. 
Reciprocally, we have the following result (see [lo]). 
1.2. Proposition. If M E JtlzC is a martingale with orthogonal increments, and (M) 
has a predictable derivative a! (z) with respect to the Lebesgue measure in the plane, 
then there exists a Brownian motion W, (modifying, if it is necessary, the original 
probability space) such that M, = JR, Ja (4’) d W,. 
Moreover, if .5Fz is the u-field generated by a two-parameter Wiener process, then 
every martingale of JG1* with orthogonal increments is strong, and Ju* = JllzC. 
The aim of this section is to set up some sufficient conditions for a martingale 
of Ju* to have orthogonal increments. 
Foranyt=(s,t)ER:,h>Oandk>Oset 
A ;(z I= ((s, 01, (s + k Ql, A:(z) = ((0, t), (s, t +k)l, 
Ahk(z)=((s,t),(s+h,t+k)l. 
The dependence on z will be omitted if there is no danger of confusion. We 
recall the following result [3, pp. 244-2451. 
1.3. Lemma. Let {Mt, t 30) be an integrable L’-continuous process adapted to an 
increasing family of u-fields {gt, t 3 0). Suppose 
ti ~E[IE[M(~ + h) -M(t)) .9q\] = 0. (1.1) . 
Then {M,, .YFt,, t 2 0) is a martingale. 
As an immediate consequence of this lemma, we have the following. 
1.4. Lemma. Let M, be a martingale of J11* such that for any t 30, M, is L’- 
continuous. Suppose 
(1.2) 
Then M, has l-orthogonal increments. 
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Next we are going to prove some sufficient conditions that involve conditional 
expectations with respect to Pz. 
1.5. Lemma. Let M, be a martingale of Ju?, such that 
(a) for all .z = (s, t) E R: and u E [O, s] 
f[l~ ~E[M(Ah*(z))M(A~(z))M(A~(~, t))i951= 0 in probability, (1.3) 
and (b) for all tl s t2 the one-parameter increasing process (M,,-M,,)(s) has a 
continuous derivative b fIfZ(~) satisfying sup, E(lb,,t2(s)/2) coo. Then M, has l- 
orthogonal increments. 
Proof. Fix z = (s, t) E R: and k >O. We are going to show that condition (1.2) 
holds. Consider the continuous bounded variation process 
&,t+k(s) = (M, Mttk -M,)(s). 
For all w E 0 we have 
lii;[B,,+,Js+h)-B,,,k(s)]=N,,(k) (1.4) 
where 
Then 
and 
N,,(k) = &o,t+kb) -h&-b,c+icb)l. 
E[M(Ahk(z))M(A~(z))19~]=E[Bl,r+l,(s’+h)-Bt,r+k(s)I~~]. (1.6) 
From (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6), we obtain, in the L2 sense, 
]hi~~E[M(Ahx(Z))M(A~(z))l~~l=~~~(k). (1.7) 
Thus, it suffices to prove that N,,(k) = 0. Define, for each s Z= 0, the closed subspace 
of L2(0, 9, P), 
H, = L%A(M,,t+k -M,r), (T E IO, sl, A E 9s). 
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From (1.3) and (1.7) we deduce that N,,(k) is an element of L2(0, %, P) orthogonal 
to H,. Indeed, 
E[la(Mo,rtk -Mm)Ns,W)l= 
= E lA@fc,r+k -Mm,) ~~:E[M(Ahk(i))MiA:(Z))l9,11] 
Furthermore, N,,(k) belongs to Hs+h for all h > 0. In fact, due to the L* conver- 
gence in (1.4) we only have to check that B t,t+kb +h)-&r+k(s)Ef&+t, for all h >O. 
Let ZZ,={O=si<s;<... <SE, = s +h} be a decreasing sequence of parti- 
tions of [0, s + h] whose norms converge to zero. Then, due to M E JGIZ, we have 
in the L2 sense 
y lim 3 @&:,r+k -Ms:,~ -hfs:_l,r+k +Ms:_l,r)(Ms:,t -Ms:_l,r). 
n i=l 
Therefore, Bt,t+k(s + h) belongs to Hs+h, and this is also true for Bl,r+k(s). We 
conclude that {N,,(k), s 2 0) is a continuous square integrable process such that 
N,,(k) is orthogonal to N,,,(k) if s # s’. So, N,,(k) = 0. 0 
1.6. Proposition. Let M, be a martingale of 4: satisfying the following conditions : 
(a) Foralf (s,t)ER:,c+E[O,s]and~E[O,t] 
$rrO j$E[IE[M(&k(s, t))M(&, ~))M(&(u, t))lgsstlll= 0. (1.8) 
(b) For all s1 c s2 and tl s t2 the one-parameter increasing processes (MS, -M,,)(t) 
and (M,, -M,,)(s) have continuous derivatives bounded in L2. 
Then M, has orthogonal increments. 
Proof. With the notation of Lemma 1.5, note first that {N,,(k), SF+,, k SO} is a 
martingale. Indeed, if 0 < k’ < k, 
E[&(k)l&,+k,] = 
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Using Lemma 1.3 we are going to prove that N,,(k) and &&+k -MCt, for all 
u E [0, s], are S$+k-adapted orthogonal martingales; that means, their product is 
amartingale,Infact,ift<t+kl<t+kl+k,t+kl=7,wehave 
Therefore, by Lemma 1.3 
and Lemma 1.5 implies that M, has l-orthogonal increments. By a similar argument 
we conclude that M, has orthogonal increments. 0 
1.7. Remarks. (1) As a consequence of Lemma 1.5, a martingale M, of Jill 
verifying condition (b) (that means, @4,-M,,)(s) has a continuous derivative 
bounded in L*, for all tl < f2) has l-orthogonal increments if it has 2-orthogonal 
increments. In fact, condition (a) of Lemma 1.5 holds if M, has 2-orthogonal 
increments. This remark and Lemma 1.5 have obvious reciprocal versions. 
(2) If gz is the increasing family of v-fields generated by a two-parameter Wiener 
process W,, then every martingale of A2 with 2-(or 1-)orthogonal increments is 
strong, and this class of martingales is properly included in the family of martingales 
with path independent variation (cf. [7]). 
2. Two-parameter diffusion processes 
In this section {X(z), z E R:} will be a sample continuous process vanishing on 
Eo, and we will denote by .FFz the increasing family of v-fields generated by X, and 
the nul sets of 9. 
2.1. Definition. X(z) will be called a Murkov process if for all (~1, tl) < (~2, t2) and 
B a Bore1 subset of R, we have 
P(X(s2, t2) E B 1 St,,, ” Sf,t, I= P{X(sz, f2) E B 1X($*, t2), X(sl, tl), X(s2, tl)1. 
(2.1) 
This Markov property was introduced in [l], and it was observed that the distribu- 
tion of {X(z), z E RZ} is determined by the following transition probabilities, 
P&xl, x, xz, B) = P(X(z2) E B IXh, f2) =x1, X(21) =x, X(s2, tl) =x2), 
(2.2) 
where z1 = (sl, tl) ~22 = (~2, ~2) and (x1, x, x2) E R3. 
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Henceforth we will assume that {P,,&, B), z1 < z2} is a family of transition 
probabilities, with X E R3 and B a Bore1 subset of R, satisfying the following 
extended versions of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations: 
P~&I, x, x2, B) = J Pz,c,t&~, x, 5, dW’ccm)zz(&, 5, ~2, B), (2.3) R 
where si <u < s2 and tl < r < t2. 
If we define 
P: (s, x, s + h, B) = P(s,o)(s+h,r) (x, 0, 0, B) 
and 
p; (r, x, r + k, B) = P(O,t)(s,r+k) to, 0, x, B) 
for any s 3 0 and t 2 0, then Pi and Pi are the transition probabilities of the 
one-parameter Markov processes {X,,, s 3 0) and {X,,, t 2 0}, respectively. 
We will also use the fact that the a-fields SZ generated by a Markov process 
satisfy [2, property F4] (cf. [4]). 
We are going to suppose that X, is a diffusion process on each coordinate, and 
under some additional regularity conditions we will obtain X, as a solution of a 
partial stochastic differential equation. 
An equivalent Markov property has been studied by Korezlioglu and Lefort [4], 
and the existence and uniqueness theorems for a system of stochastic differential 
equations which gives rise to a similar class of diffusion process have been proved 
by Korezlioglu and Mazziotto [5]. 
2.2. Definition. A Markov process X(z) will be called a diffusion process, provided 
there exist continuous functions ai(s, t, x), Bl(s, t, x), a&, t, x), Bz(s, t, x) defined 
on R: x R such that for any E > 0 the following conditions are satisfied: 
J P;(s,x,s+h,dy)=o(h), IY-xl>E (2.5) 
J (Y -x)f’:h x, s +h, dy) = alts, 6 x)h +0(h), ,Y_X,>E 
J ,y_-x,>e (Y -x)~P;(s, x s +h, dy) =BI(s, t, x)h +0(h), 
J P; (t, x, t + k, dy) = o(k), lYY-xI>E 
J (Y -x)f’;(& x, t+k dy) = a2(s, t, x)k +0(k), ,y_- ,>e 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
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b’ -X)‘pi (6 x, t + k, dy) = B2(s, t, x)k + o(k), (2.10) 
I &t)(s+h,t+k)bl, x, xz, dyP: 6, x, s +h, dx,V’;(t, x, t + k, dxl) IY-XI-XZ+XI>E 
= o(hk), (2.11) 
being h, k > 0. 
Note that (2.11) means P{/X(&k (s, t)>l > E /ss,} = o(hk). 
Let X(z) be a diffusion process. Henceforth the parameter set will be I = 
[0, S] x [0, T]. We are going to introduce the following hypotheses. 
Hypothesis I. aI, a*, B1, BZ have continuous partial derivatives with respect to s and 
t, and are fourth continuously differentiable in x. 
Hypothesis II. Conditions (2.5), (2.8) and (2.11) are satisfied uniformly with respect 
to (s, t) EI. 
Hypothesis III. For each compact K, there exist constants 1 and c such that 
(a) for x E K, 
II _ ,y_x,<E (y -x)P;(s, x, s +h, dy)l +j-x,SE (Y -x)*P’1h x5 s +h, dY)Clh, 
(b) SUP,~~,~P: (s, X, s + h, K) s Zh, sup~~l,~ PG (t, x, t + k, K) s Zk for all (s, t) E 1. 
Under these conditions we know ([3, Theorem 10, pp. 245-2461) that there exist 
two families of ordinary Brownian motions { Wi,, s 2 0}, { Wfr, t 2 0) adapted to the 
a-fields gs,, (we modify, if necessary, the original probability space), such that 
Wi,= 
I 
‘aI(o,t,X,,)do+ ‘B:‘2(~,t,X,i)W1(d~,t) 
I 
(2.12) 
0 0 
and 
Wz, = 
I 
or a2(s, T, X,,) dr + j ‘B:‘* (s, T, X,,) W*(s, d7) (2.13) 
0 
for all (s, t) E I. 
Furthermore W,‘, - W,‘,, is independent of Ftfr for all s’<s, and Wz* - W$ is 
independent of S$ for all t’ < t. 
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2.3. Proposition. Let X(L) be a diffusion process satisfying Hypotheses I, II and 
III. The diffusion operators 
a a 2 2 
DI=-+al-+~B~-$ and D2=$+a2i+tB2$ 
as ax 
commute. 
Proof. Let f: R + R be an infinitely differentiable function with compact support. 
Applying Ito’s formula, we have 
E[fWMd4)t%l= 
=E 
[I 
s+h 
[Dlf (c+, t + k Xw+k 
s 
)-Dlf(~,t,x,,)ldul~=] 
s+h 
[I I 
r+k 
=E DzDlf (c, 7, X,,) da dr IPz . s * 1 
D2Dlf is a bounded continuous function. So, by the dominated convergence 
theorem, we obtain a.s., and in the L’ sense 
(2.14) 
In the same manner this limit can be proved to be equal to DlD2f (2, X,). Due 
to the continuity of X(z) we have, a.s., D2Dlf(z,Xz) =D1D2f(z,Xz) for all z in 
1, and therefore, D2D1 f (z, x) = DlDZf (z, x) for all x in the range of X,. q 
We will need an additional hypothesis in order to prove the next proposition. 
Hypothesis IV. For each compact K, there exists a constant I such that if x, 5 E K, then 
and 
/r2_I[/~~ (X2-X)65-5Ps.r s ( I( +h,r) b, ,551, dxz)P; (s, 6, s + h, d&l s lh 
lSl-~I=F 
for all (s, t) E I, 7 E [O, t) and P E [0, s). 
For any random variable Y and for .s > 0 we put YE = Y ltlylGz). 
2.4. Proposition. Let X(z) be a diffusion process satisfying Hypotheses 
Then, the functions 
a = Dlaz = D2al, B=D2B1-2B1~=D1B2-2B2~, 
(Xl-X)(rll-T7Pc, ( r)Cs,t+k)(~l, 77, X, dXl)f’;(t, 7, t +k, dvl) c Ik 
I to IV. 
aa2 
cl=B1-, 
aal 
ax 
c2=B2--, 
ax 
1 aB2 aB1 
&TBl-=;B2- 
aX aX 
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are two-parameter diffusion coefficients of X(z) (cf. [6]) in the following sense, 
E[X(A~~(Z))~X(A~(Z))'X(AZ~(~))'~~=I= 
a(z,X,)hk+o(hk) if i=l,j,Z=O, c 
B(z,X,)hk+o(hk) if i=Zj,l=O, 
c,(z,X,)hk+o(hk) if i=j=l,l=O, 
c,(z,X,)hk+o(hk) if i=l=l,j=O, 
c d(z,X,)hk+o(hk) if i=j=Z=l. 
(2. .15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
Proof. Fix z = (s, t) E I, X(z) = x0, C > 0 and let fl be an infinitely differentiable 
function with compact support such that fl(x) =x if Ix -x01 s C. Define 
&ke ={w: 1X(&k(r))(W)I~E, tX(&(z))(w)l~c, IX(&Z))(W)I+. 
Suppose C 5 3~. Then, for all w E AhkE such that X,(w) = xo we have 
fl(X)(&(z)) =X(&k(z)), f,(X)(&)) =X(&b)) 
and fl(X)(A:(z)) =X@;(z)). 
Then, from (2.14) we obtain 
!~~o~E[fl(X)(d,x(Z))l~~]=DIDlfi(z,X,)=a(r,xo). 
Therefore, in order to prove (2.15) it suffices to check the following equality, 
E[(fl(X)tAhk(z))-X(Ahk(Z))E)lA;I,_ I&]=o(hk). (2.20) 
From (2.5), (2.8), (2.11) and property F4 of the family Sz [2] we deduce 
P{AChke Isz) = p{{IX(&,)l d&} 
n[{IX(&)l+ IX(&)lM 
u{IX(&)I>E, Ix(A2k)l~&}lI~=}+o(hk). (2.21) 
As a consequence, to show (2.20) we have to bound the expression 
IE[(fl(X)(Ahk)-X(Ahk))f {IX(Ah~)l~~.IX(A~)l~e,lX(d:)l>e) I~=11 = 
= IE[(fdX,+h,r+k) -fl(Xs,r+k) -Xs+h,t+k +&t+k) 
x ltIX(Ad ~E,IX(A~)I~E,IX(A~)~>~~~~~I 
I KI 
s+h 
SE &fl((+, t + k, &,t+k 
s 
W+ tlXCA:l,>~l isz] 1 
+ IE[E[(Xs+k,t+k --&,t+k )lIIX(A~cs.t+k))lr*E) I ~ss,r+kll{lXCA:+e) 1 FzIi 
+ o(hk) 
G const. hP{1X(At)I > E I 5Fz} + o(hk) = o(hk). 
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In the last inequality we have used the fact that Drfr is bounded, and Hypothesis 
III. The other term given by (2.21) can be treated similarly, and (2.20) holds. 
In order to prove (2.17) let f2 be an infinitely differentiable function with compact 
support. Then, 
=E 
[(I 
f+k 
(DZflb +h, 7, Xs+h,r) -D f ( 2 I 
I 
s, ~,&,)I +2W(&)b%] 
= kE[(Dd~(s +h, t, Xs+i,,,) -D2f1b, t, XsJ)f2W(&)kW 
t+k T 
+E 
[(I (I 
(D2D2flb + h, 7’7 Xfh,T,) 
f f 
-DzD2f1(% 7’3 Xs,,)) d7’) +2(x,(&,k%] 
=kE 
[I S 
s+h ;(Dzfi)(~ t, X,,)~;(X,AB~((T, t, X,,) do- I.%] +o(kk). 
Here we have used Hypothesis IV to assert that 
1EW2D2fh + h, T’, Xs+~,,r,) -D2D2f1(.% T’, X,Nf2WM:) 1%11 s 
S const. h. 
Therefore, we obtain 
!l~~~~E[f~(X)(d,,)~~(X)(A~)l~~l= ($Wdf;B+Jz), (2.22) 
where the convergence is a.s., and L’, due to the dominated convergence theorem. 
In particular, we have 
!~~~~E[fl(x)(A,,)fl(x)(A~)~~~l=~1~(,~x,)=Cl(Z,Xo). 
In consequence, to show (2.17) we only have to check the equality 
E[(fl(X)(Ahk)fl(X)(A~) -X(Ahk)~X(AZ1)E)IA~r.I~=] = o(kk). 
Using (2.21) it suffices to consider the following two terms: 
(9 IE[(fl(X)(Ahk)fl(X)(A~) -x(&k),x(A&) X 
x l{tXCA,,)l ~E,IX(A~)~>E,IX(AE)I~~} Pzll 
=G ~E[(fd&+h,t+d -f~(Xs+h,t)-&r+k +XtMX)(&) 
x l~lX(A~)l>~.iX(A:)l~~~l~=ll 
I [(I 
f+k 
GE DZ~I(S +h, 7, -%+I,,~) d7 
f > 
~~(X)(~~)~,IX(A~)I>~) 
+~E[X(A2k>l,~x,~~,i~~~)~=)E[f~(X)(A~)lax~~~~~~~~(~=1l 
5 const. kP{lX(AA)l > E IS=} = o(hk). 
(2.23) 
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In the last inequality we have used Hypotheses III and IV. So, (2.17) is proved, 
and the proof of (2.18) follows the same lines. 
Now we are going to prove (2.16). In the same conditions as above, let f2 be an 
infinitely differentiable function with compact support such that f2(x) =x2 if 
Ix -xc, G C. Then, from (2.14) we have 
(2.24) 
If C 2 3&, for all w E AhkE such that X,(w) =x0, we obtain 
f?(X)(Ahk)=X2(Ahk)=X(Ahk)‘+2X(A~)X(A2k)+2X(Ahk)X(A~) 
+2X(&k)X(&)+2X,X(&k). 
The following relation can be derived as in the proof of (2.20) and (2.23), 
E[(f2(X)(A,,)-Y(Ahk)~-2X(A~),X(A2k), -2X(&&X(&), 
-2X(&,),X(&), -2X,,X(Ahk)F)lA;;~,/~~]=o(hk). (2.25) 
Therefore, from (2.24) and (2.25) we deduce 
,!~~o~E[x(diik):~~~l=(~~~2x2 -2ala*-2ci-2c~-2xa)(z,Xz) 
=B(z,X,). 
To prove (2.19), we first compute the following limit, using (2.22), 
= (-3*f2)f;Bl)jZ,xz) = (~+2a2+2x3?liz.xz). (2.26) 
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For all w E Ahke such that X,(w) = x0, we have 
f~(X)(A,,dfdX)(A~) =X(A,,d2X(Ai)+2X(Ai)2X(A2k)+2X(AdX(Ai)2 
+2X(AdX(A~)X(A2k)+2Xs,X(&)X(A~). 
(2.27) 
Then, we can deduce, as above 
E[(f,(X)(A,,)fl(X)(A~)-X(Ahk)~X(A~), -2X(&):X(&L 
-2X(&&X(&):-2X(&&X(A~LX(&L 
-2Xs,X(Ahk),X(A~),)l,~~I~~l=o(hk). 
Furthermore, 
E[X(&k):X(&L iFzl= o&k). 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
Indeed, for any 0 <S < E we have 
IEW(&dX(AiL t Fzl,II s 
~shkB(z,x,)+o(hk)+E[X(Ahk)~X(A~)~l~~<~~~~~~~~~~/~=lI 
s GhkB (2, x, ) + o(hk) 
+E[~[X(A~,):+X(A~,(S +h, ~))~,~F~~s<,x(~A~I~P)/~=I 
=GhkB(z,Xz)+o(hk). 
So, being 6 > 0 arbitrary we conclude that (2.29) holds. 
We can also prove that 
E[X(dhk)EX(A~)~I~~l=o(hk). (2.30) 
In fact, let f1 be an infinitely differentiable function with compact support such that 
fi(x)=xifIx-xol~C’, h w ere 0 < C < 3.5. Then, for all w E AhkF such that X, (w) = x0, 
we have 
fl(X)(&A(X)(A:)2=X(&k)X(A;)2, 
and the following relation holds, 
E[(f,(X)(Ahk)fl(X)(A~)2-X(Ahk),X(A~)f)l~;;,,1~~l =oW). 
So, it suffices to compute 
IE[fl(X)(Ahk)fl(X)(A~)2(~*ll = 
I KS 
t+k 
=E P2flb + h, ‘T, X+h,r 
I 
)-D2f1b, ~,xs,)) d+(Wi&)2i@z]) 
= k 1E[(D2flb + h, t, Xs+h,t )-D2f1b, t,X,,))fl(X)(A~)21~~lI+o(hk) 
= o(hk). 
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Finally, from (2.26), (2.27), (2.28), (2.29) and (2.30) we conclude 
The two-parameter processes W,‘, and W$ introduced in (2.12) and (2.13) have 
measurable versions. In fact, if @St is a two-parameter Wiener process independent 
of X,,, we can set, for instance, 
s 
W,‘, = 
I 
‘B?’ ((T, t, X,&‘(dq t) + 1~~1(~,t,~,,)=0)t-‘~‘(da, t) 
0 I 0 
where &,‘, is the one-parameter continuous local martingale (with respect to s) 
X,, - I; Q I((+, t, Xc,) da. 
Then, the measurability of W,‘, follows from the results of Stricker and Yor [8]. 
Let {fs, (s, t) E I} be a measurable, 9,‘,-adapted process, such that 
T S 
P 
U I 
f:,ds dt<oo = 1. 
0 0 I 
Then, for such processes the following iterated integral can be defined as 
loT ( josfAV’ (ds, 0) dt. (2.31) 
Indeed, for all t E [0, T] except in a set of Lebesgue measure zero the stochastic 
integral Ii f,,W’(dc, t) exists. We can choose versions of these integrals, such that 
they define a measurable function on [0, S] x [0, T] x R (cf. [8]). 
Thus, in order to define (2.31) it suffices to verify that 
For any N >O, set f:(w) =fst(w)1u6 l;f&(o)dUdrsN1. If C >O, we have 
(2.32) 
E(lfS;‘/‘) ds dt + P f;*dsdt>N 
NT 
GT+P 
C 
and this proves (2.32). 
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Stochastic integrals like lt (j:hfsr W*(s, dt)) ds can be introduced in a similar way. 
Moreover, if {fs, (s, t) E I} is a measurable, gs”,,-adapted process, such that 
S T 
P 
II I 
f:tdsdl<a =l, 
0 0 I 
we can define the stochastic integral 
S T 
II 
f,,W’(ds, t) W’(s, dt). (2.33) 
0 0 
In fact, these integrals are first defined in the usual way for processes satisfying 
Jt J:E(~$) ds dt < 00, and they can be extended by means of the convergence in 
probability. 
2.5. Proposition. Let {X(z), z E I} be a diffusion process satisfying Hypotheses 
IV. Then, 
I to 
u, 7, X,)X(dc, 7) d7 +?(o, 7, X,)X(u, dr) du 
(cr, 7, X,) da dr 1 
is both a one-parameter local Sit-martingale and a one-parameter local 
9$martingale, for each fixed t and s, respectively. 
Proof. First, note that the above stochastic integrals are defined according to (2.31) 
and (2.33). 
Then, by Ito’s formula, we have 
‘al(u,t,X,,)du= 
Therefore, 
For each t 2 0 we know that the first term is a local 9tf-martingale. In order to 
prove the local sit-martingale property of the second term, it suffices to consider 
the sequence of 9tt-stopping times, 
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Our aim is to obtain a local martingale with orthogonal increments associated 
to X,,. To do this we need to introduce other diffusion coefficients. Consider the 
following additional hypothesis. 
Hypothesis V. There exist continuous functions fi~(s, t, 7, x, 5) and fi,(s, t, u, x, 77) 
defined for (s, t) E I, u E [0, s), r E [0, t), x, 5, 71 real numbers, such that: 
(a) B1 and B2 are twice continuous differentiable with respect to x, and have 
continuous derivatives with respect to s, t. 
(b) For any F >O, 
= &(s, t, T, x, [)h +o(h) 
and 
I ,X1~X,~E (x1-x)(771-77)PLT 
( t)(s,t+k)(771,77,x,dxl)P~(t,71,t+k,d771)= 
h-d- 
=&s, t,cr,x,q)k +0(k). 
(c) 
First, we set up some consequences of this hypothesis. 
2.6. Proposition. Let {X(z), z E I} be a diffusion process satisfying Hypotheses I to 
V. Then, 
E[X(&k(s, t)),X(&(s, T)), lsstl= 
=&(s, t, 7, X,,, X$$(s, t, X,,)hk +o(hk) 
= (D&d(s, t, 7, Xst, Xs,W +oW). 
E[X(&k(s, t)LJW:b, t)), i~stl= 
=&b, t, u, x,,,x,ti~(~, t, XtMk +0&k) 
= Udds, t, u, Kc, X,t)hk +oW). 
(DI and D2 are applied to the variables (s, t, x).) 
E[X(&k(s, t)),X(&(s, ~)),X(&(S, t)), I%,,] = 
= &(s, t, 7, X,,, X,,,$(s, t, X,,)hk +o(hk) 
= Bz(s, t,X,,)$(s, t, 7, Xst, X,,)hk +o(hk). 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
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(2.37) 
Proof. Let fi, f2 be infinitely differentiable functions with compact support. As in 
(2.22) the following convergence takes place as., and in L’, due to the dominated 
convergence theorem, 
;kym&E[fi(X)(A&, t))fdx)(Ah d)i@-d= 
= $(D*fz)(s, t, x,,)f; Ws7)&b7 t, , xst, XT). (2.38) 
Fix (s, t) E I, T E [0, t) and suppose X,, = XO, X,, = to. If fi and f2 satisfy f&z) =x 
for Ix. -x0( G C and fr(x) = x for 13~ - 501 c C, we obtain 
pTo &E[~,(x)(A,, (s, t))fl(x)(A~b~ 7)) I sstl = 
1, 
= TICS, t, 7, x0,50) 26, t, x0). 
Then, to prove the first equality of (2.34) it suffices to check that 
E[(f&X)(&k(s, t))fi(X)(&(s, r))-X(&k(s, r)),X(&(s, r))&%l= o&k). 
(2.39) 
To prove (2.39) we can just consider the conditional expectation on the set 
[&kp n{IX(&(s, 7))1 c &}r, and therefore, we have to bound the following two 
terms: 
(i) /E[(fz(X)(&,k(S, t>>fl(X)(A~b, T))-X(Ahkb, t)lEX(Ai(s, T))~)X 
x 1{IX(A~*(s,t))l~~,IX(A~(s,r))~>~,lX(d:(s,t))~~~) 1 %tl\ 
= IE[[(f2(Xs+h.,+k) -f2(-%+h,r) -&+h,t+k +Xs+h.t)(Xs+h,~ -&) 
x l{[X(A;(s.~))lSe} + (f2(Xs+h,t+k) -f2(3&+h,t) -Xs,r+k +-%t) 
x (fl(Xs+Jv) -fl(x,,))l{lXcAbs,l,,l>~}l 
x l{lX(A~ds~O)l ~E.IX(A~(~,~))I>E.IX(A~(S,~))~~~~ I SSF,,l 
~mst. kP{IX@k(s, t))l>s I.F~",,}= O(M). 
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(ii) (E[(f2(X)(A,,(s, t))f~(X)(dL(s, ~))-X(Ahkb, t)),X(Ak(s, 7))E)X 
x 1(~X(Ah~(s,r))l~~,IX(A~(s,t))l~~,~X(A~(~,~))~>~~~X(A~(~~~))~~~) I Rtll 
= jEKfdXs+~,,r+k ) -f#&,,+k) -Xs+h,t+k +-%,t+k)(Xs+h,7 -x,7) 
x l{IXGh,lc(s.t))/ ~~,Ix(d~(s,r))l~~.lX(A~(~,~))~~~,~X(A~(s,~))~~~} I %tll 
~const. hP{IX(A:(s, t))l >E IRts,)+o(W = o(M), 
where the last inequality has been deduced by the same method as in part (ii) of 
the equation following (2.23). 
Finally, the second equality of (2.34) can be proved by considering the following 
iterated limits in L’, 
The proof of (2.35) follows the same lines. 
Now we are going to check (2.36). As above, fix (s, t) E I, T E [0, t) and suppose 
X,, =x0, X,, = &,. Let fr, fi be infinitely differentiable functions with compact 
support, such that fr(x) = x for Ix -.$I G C, and f2(x) = x2 for Ix -.x01 G C. Then, 
from (2.38) we obtain 
(2.40) 
For all w l Ahk. n {\X(A:,(s, r))\ =S ~1 such that X,,(o) =x0 and XS7(w) =&, and 
assuming C 2 3c, we have (omitting the point (s, t)) 
f2(X)(A,,)fdX)(A;(s, 7)) =[X(A,/d2+2X(A~)X(A~)+2X(AdX(A~) 
+2X(&dX(&)+2Xs+WAidliX(Ait(~, 7)). 
(2.41) 
The following limit can be checked as before, 
P[[fz(X)(A,,)fl(X)(A~(S, 7)) 
-(X(Ah&+2X(A&X(A& +2X(A&X(A:), 
+2X(AdX(&), +2XsX(A,d.)X(A~(~, T))E] 
xl AR~.UIIX(A~(S.T))~>E) l9stl 
= o(hk). (2.42) 
(2.43) 
Furthermore, 
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and 
E[X(Ahk),X(A~)~(A~(s, T)L k%l= Ok). (2.44) 
The proof of (2.43) is analogous to that of (2.29). To check (2.44), set 
IECXtA,,),X(A~),X(Az(~, r)), k%tli c 
s (ELWd,&W~), -X(&h dM2~~stl~ 
+IE[X(A~~>,X(A~)~~~~~~I~+IE[X(A~~)EX(A~(S, d)%%ll, 
and each term can be bounded as in the proof of (2.30). Finally, from (2.40), (2.41), 
(2.42), (2.43) and (2.44) we obtain 
&ii0 &E[X(A&X(A:(s, T)),X(&), IFS,11 =: $ ts, r, XJ&(s, r, 7, XS, X3,). 
As before, the second equality of (2.36) can be proved by taking the following 
iterated limits in L1, 
(2.37) can be proved analogously. 0 
2.7. Lemma. Let f, g : I x R + R be continuous functions with compact support. Con - 
sider the processes 
IV,, = 
I 
‘fB :” (a, t, X,,,) W’(da, t), 
0 
s f 
MS, = 
II 
gB:‘*(a, T, X,,) W’(da, 7) W*(a, dr), 
0 0 
X(z) being a diffuiion process satisfying Hypotheses I to V. Then, for each fixed 
t E [0, T], those processes are square integrable continuous martingales with respect 
to the family {Sit, s z 0}, and if tl < t2, 
(NS,,, MS, -MS*,) = joS f ((+, t1, XT,,) x 
and 
(I 
‘2 
X gb, T, X,J&b, 7,t1, -L 
(1 
&,W2h d7)) du 
(2.45) 
6%~ MS, -MS,,) = 16 (1; (I’ g(m, T’, X&)g(c+, 7, x,) X 
X &(cq 7, T’, x,, s&r,) W’((T, dr’)) W’(a, dr)) dcr. 
(2.46) 
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Proof. We are going to demonstrate (2.45). The proof of (2.46) is similar and the 
details will be omitted. 
Consider a decreasing sequence of partitions of [ri, ~21, whose norm converges 
to zero: tl=7~<7;<.**<7;, = t2. Then, if {YS, (s, t) E 1) is a continuous and 
bounded process, the sums 
itI [OS yur,-, (W*(o, pi)- W*(U, rip1)) W’(dc+, Ti-1) 
converge in L2 to the stochastic integral & 5: Y,,W’(da, 7) W’((r, dr). In fact, these 
sums are stochastic integrals of the processes I::, Y,,,_,l,,_,,,~(t), which converge 
to YS, in L*(I x O), due to the continuity of Y,,. Then, we have 
x (W*(u, T )- W*(uv Ti-1)) 
x W’(da, rip,) 
I 
sth 
- 
f((T, fly Xm,)(g(~, Ti-19 xrr_,) 
s 
X &I(,, Ti-1, f1, Xn_,~ Xm,)(W2(~, 7i) - W*(a, Tip1))) dv I gs:,, 1 . 
We claim that for any II and i = 1, . . . , k, these conditional expectations vanish. 
Indeed, it suffices to show that, for all r > ti, the process 
I 
3 
NH, gB:‘2(~,~,X,,)W1(d~,7)+ 
0 
is a one-parameter martingale with respect to the family {.FSs7, s 2 0). 
To do this, we will apply Lemma 1.3. Let F and G be continuous functions of 
(z, x) E I x R such that FL = f and G: = g. Then, 
C I 
s+h 
E (Ns+h,rl -Nsc,) gB:‘*(g, T, X,,)W’(d(r, T) + 
S 
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= E[(%%+h,tl ) -F(X,,,))(G(XS+h,T)-G(XST))I~~Sil 
[I 
s+h 
-E s fb, tl, X,&b, 7, X&b, 7, tl, -JL, &,) dc I%] 
+0(h) = o(h) 
where this expression is bounded by a constant times h (due to Hypothesis IV), 
and the convergence to zero when h$O holds in L’. 
So, the lemma is proved. q 
2.8. Theorem. Let {X(z), z ~1) be a diffusion process satisfying Hypotheses I to 
V. Then, there exists a two-parameter Wiener process W, (adjoining, if necessary, a 
new probability space) such that 
x, = a dudr+~B~iZW1(du,r)dr+$B~i2W2(u,dr)du 
+B;“2B;1’2dW’(dq 7) W*(q dr) + 1 I B”*dW,,. (2.47) RZ 
2.9. Remark. Suppose that B;’ and BT1 are bounded and continuous functions 
and set p = BI’B;‘d, a1 = aa,/ax -Paz, a2 = aal/ax -pal, y = a -(a/ax)(ala2)+ 
/3ala2. Then, if we substitute B?*Wl(dm, 7) and B:“W’(cr, dr) from (2.12) and 
(2.13), respectively, into (2.47), we obtain a stochastic equation for the process X, 
with W, as the driving force, without the need for the families W’ and W2 of 
ordinary Brownian motions. So that (2.47) can be transformed in the following 
representation of the process X,, 
xs, = I alX(du, T) dr +a2X(v, dr) dc +pX(du, T)X(U, d7) + y du dr R,, 
+ B “* d W,,. 
Formally we could say that X, is a solution of the following stochastic nonlinear 
partial differential equation, 
a*w = B l”(s, t, X,,) - 
as at ’ 
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Proof of Theorem 2.8. First, note that, by the Schwarz inequality, 
IE[X(A,,),X(A~),X(Af), 1.%li2c 
~E[X(Ahk)~I~~lE[IX(A~),X(A2k),121~*I 
=E[X(A~~)~~~~lE[X(A~)~~~~lE[X(A2k,~~~~l. 
Therefore, we have d2<BBIB2 and the stochastic integral I,, B;“2B;1’2d x 
W’(dcr, 7) W2(c, d7) is well defined. 
Set 
Y, =x, - J [ RZ a dcr dr+$B:‘2W1(do, 7) dr+2B:/2W2(g, d7) da 
+BT”2B;“2dW’(dcr, 7) W2(q d7) . 1 (2.48) 
We are going to prove that Y, is a local martingale with orthogonal increments. 
That means, there exists a sequence Y: of square integrable martingales with 
orthogonal increments, such that for all w E R (a.s.) there is an N(w) with Y: (w) = 
Y,(w) for any 2 E I, n >N(w). 
Fix an integer n 3 1, and let f be an infinitely differentiable function satisfying 
f(x)=xfor~x~~n,andf(x)=Ofor~x~~:+l.Define 
y: =fW-J 
RZ 
[ DrD2f dc d7 + ;(D2f)B :I2 W’(do, 7) dr 
+$(Dlf)B:‘2W2(~, dr) du+(f”B:‘2B:‘2 
+f’B; “2B;1’2d)W1(dr, T)w2(a., dT)]. (2.49) 
From 
f(XA- jos &f (u, t, Xc,) du = 
we deduce 
Y,: = J sf’(X,,)B:‘2 (s, 7, x,,) w2(S, dT) 0 
- J [ a(D2f)B:‘2W1(dcq 7) dT R,, ax 
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So, for any t 20, {YS:, s E [0, S]} is a square integrable continuous martingale 
with respect to {Sz,, s E [0, S]}. We want to prove that Y,: has orthogonal incre- 
ments, and to do this we will apply Lemma 1.4. Let z = (s, t) E I and let K > 0 be 
fixed. Using Lemma 2.7 we have 
A I =E[f(X)(A~)f(X)(A,,)(9~~1 
s, dL)&(s, T, t,Xm,&) dT 
1 
+o(h), 
A3 = E[fW:) I’+* j’+k -$‘B:‘2)B:‘2(~, T, x,) 
s f 
x W’(d(r, 7) W2(a, d7) (.sF:~ 1 
t+k 
x W2(s, d7) +o(h), 
I 
sth f 
A4=E ccl I s o $(D2f)&‘2(q 7, X,,) W’(dc, 7) d+(X)(Aht) 1 s:t] 
Ix h S, 7, xsdf-%.~+k,&b, t + k, 7, Xs,r+k, xs,) 
-f’(Xst)&(s, 6 7, &, xm)) dT 
1 
+0(h), 
r+h f 
As=E Kf I s o 3D2f)&‘2(~, 7, Xm) W’(dv, 7) dT) 
t+k 
X ;(~2f)f3:‘2(6 7, X,,)W’(cb, 7) dr) (.&l] 
t+k 
= h ;(&fN s, 7, xsr) $(Dzf)b, T’, xs,s) 
X &(s, T', 7, x,,,, x,,) dT dT’ 1 + o(h), 
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s+h t 
A6=E 
[(I I s 
o ~(D2f)B:‘2(~,7,X,)W’(da,r)d7) 
r 
= h [I J 
r+k 
$hf)( s, 
0 f 
7, Xs,) ; (f ‘,:I2 )B :‘2 (s, T’, Xs,,) 
x&s, T’, T, X,,,, X,,) d7 W*(s, d+) 1 = o(h), 
s+h f 
A,=E KJ J IJ, T, Xc,) W’(dq 7) W*((T, d7) r o &(f’B:‘2)B:12( > 
XfiX!&tk)~&,] 
= h [I or$f’B:‘2)(s, 7, &)(fl(&t+k)&b, t +k, T’, Xs,t+k, &) 
-f(&)&b, t, T, &, xs,)) w*(s, dT)] + o(h), 
sth f 
As=E KS J s o ;(f’B:‘2)(rr, d&r,)W’(d~, dW2(m, dd) 
s+h 
iJ J 
r+k 
X 
s f 
+f)B:/%, T,X,)W’kh 7) dr) l@t] 
f 
[I J 
t+k 
zz h s, 
0 f 
$(f’BY)( 7, xx) ;(Dzf)(s, T’, &) 
X&(s, T’, T,xs~&~)w2(S, dT) dT’ +o(h), I 
s+h f 
Ag=E KJ J s o i(f’~:/~)B:/*( (T, 7, &,) W’(dq T)w2(V, dT) 1 
sch 
(I J 
t+k 
X $(f’B:‘2)B:‘2( (+, 
s f 
7, X,,)W’(du, T)W*(fl, d7)) I.&,] 
f 
[I J 
t+k 
ZZ h 
0 f 
$(f’B:‘2)(s,r,X,,)~(f’B:‘2)(S,T’,x~,l) 
x &(s, 6, 7, x,,,, xs,)w2(s, dT) W%, dT’) I + 0th ). 
Therefore, 
E[Y”(d~)Y”(Ahk)I~~rl= 
=h(A1-AZ-A3-A4+A5+A6-A7+As+As)+o(h). 
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Here o(h) means that 
sup W! i IE[ Y”(d k) Y” (dhk) 1 S,‘l]] is bounded by some constant, 
w 
and, moreover, 
lig kE[ Y”(di) Yn(&k) ]Ss’t] exists a.s. 
Furthermore, taking into account condition (c) of Hypothesis V, we obtain 
A1 =f’(xs~)[f(Xs,t+k)B1(~, t + k, 6 Xs,t+kr &) -f’(Xs,)B~(s, t, -&)I 
=/~~X~,,[lf+k$(~~‘)(s, 7, trXsr,Xsr)&‘2b, GWK%, ch) 
f 
I 
r+k 
+ 02(f’&)b, 7, 6 X,, X,0 ch =Az+A,. 
f 1 
Indeed, from (2.34) to (2.37) we deduce that for all (s, t) ~1, r E [0, t) and X, 5 E R, 
the following equalities hold, 
$(&(s, r, 7, X, WP(s, t, x) =$W)(s, 2, X)&(& t, 7, X, 0, 
(2.50) 
DZ(fl&)(S, t, 7, x, 6) =$D2f)(S, 6 x)&s, r, 7, x, t>. (2.51) 
In the same way we obtain Ad=Ag+A6 and A7 =As+Ag. So, by Lemma 1.4, 
Y,: has orthogonal increments. 
Now, we are going to show that the process 
is a martingale. It suffices to verify that for all (s, t) ~1, {&, S,‘,, s E [0, S]} and 
{&,, S$, t E [0, T]} are one-parameter martingales, and here we will use Lemma 
1.3. First note that 
as can be checked by looking over each term in the decomposition (2.49) of YyP 
Then we compute 
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+;U’B:‘2)(s, 7, &W%, dT) $(D,n( s, T’, X,,,) d+ 
X w2(s, dr) &(s, t, 7, X,,, X,,). 
> 
By Ito’s formula we have 
f’(XS,)2B1(S, t, XS,) = J ot~((f’)213~)B::2W2(s, d~)+Dz((f’)2B1) d7 
= ‘2f’& &(p’&‘2)w2(s, dT) J 0 
and, therefore, 
+ (f’)2D2B1 + 2f’D2f’+B1B2(fy2 
+ 2B2 $ f’f”) dr
, = I( (f'>2D*B1+2f'D2P+B1B2(frr)2 0 
+2Bz$f’f”-2f’B,$D,f)) dT 
= o1 ((f’)2B + (f”)2B1B2) dT. J 
Thus, 
and Lemma 1.3 implies that {&, S,‘,, s E [0, S]} is a martingale. 
The martingale YyC belongs to JuzC because this process is bounded in L4, and 
(YW, t) = JR,, a,((~, 7) dc dT where (Y,(s, t) = [(f’)2B +(f1’)2B1B2](~, r, X,,). 
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By Proposition 1.2 there exists a two-parameter Wiener process W,” (modifying, 
if necessary, the original probability space) such that 
For instance, we can set 
w,: = a,((~, #‘* dY& + I(,” =o)(v, r) d @‘m, 
where cz is a two-parameter Wiener process independent of X,. 
Let us introduce the sets 
and A,, ={a: Y:(o)= Y=(w) for all z EI}. 
The local properties of the stochastic integrals which appear in the definition of 
Y, and Y: imply that P(B, -A,) = 0. Moreover the sequence B, increases to a. 
Therefore, P(lim inf A,) = 1. As a consequence, Y, is a local martingale with 
orthogonal increments. Then, if we define II,, ={w: W:(w)= W,“(w)forallzEI}, 
we obtain P(Z3” -D,,) = 0 for all m an, and, therefore, P(U, (7ma,Dnm) = 1. 
So, W, =lim, W: is a two-parameter Wiener process such that Y,, = 
I,,, B *‘*(fl, 7, XC,) d WC,. 0 
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